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‘The Land of the White Horse’ 
A Lecture by David Miles 

 
The Society’s first 2020/21 winter program 
lecture entitled ‘The Land of the White Horse’ 
was presented on 10th September online via 
Zoom by David Miles. The White Horse of 
Uffington is situated a couple of miles south of 
the village of the same name; formerly in 
Oxfordshire and now in Berkshire. Features in 
the local landscape include the Neolithic long 
barrow called Wayland’s Smithy, which is 
linked to the nearby hill fort of Uffington 
Castle by a section of the Ridgway, and the 
geological terrace known as the Giant’s Stair 
which may have been used for agriculture in 

the medieval period. The hill fort was very probably a Celtic tribal meeting 
place, and evidence of permanent settlement of a community that could 
have contributed to its construction was found in 2019 when pipe-laying 
at nearby Letcombe Bassett led to the chance discovery of a burial site 
dated to about 3000 Bp, with skeletal evidence of human sacrifice.  
    The White Horse has sometimes had a perilous history. During the 
Second World War it was deliberately erased from the landscape as it was 
feared its chalk white appearance and length of about 120 yards (110 
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metres) would make it a useful navigation aid to the Luftwaffe. Its age has 
often been the subject of debate with doubts sometimes expressed as to its 
origins, but some 25 years ago David Miles, then with Oxford 
Archaeology, led an excavation of the site that established its prehistoric 
date. He discovered, contrary to generally held opinion at the time, that 
the figure was cut into the hill to a depth of one metre enabling dating by 
optical stimulated luminescence to establish that the original layout took 
place in the late Bronze/early Iron Age within the period 3400 to 2600 Bp. 

 Stratification revealed by the excavation showed how the figure had 
been preserved over the millennia, perhaps typically renewed every ten 
years: it was recorded in the 18th century that ‘scouring the chalk’ was an 
ancient custom carried out by people from the surrounding area in order 
to prevent the outline deteriorating by natural processes. Thousands 
would attend the scouring and a fair was held within the nearby prehistoric 
hill fort of Uffington Castle.  
    Over the years there has been debate about its purpose and what the 
figure represents with some suggesting that it was not a horse at all. The 
White Horse’s alignment with the sun, particularly at the mid-winter 
sunrise, has led others to suggest an association with a sun god cult 
because many ancient mythologies describe the sun being carried across 
the sky on a horse drawn chariot.  
    Furthermore, the former presence of a spring, as well as the steep-sided 
valley called the Manger which lies below the horse and where it 
supposedly grazes by night, and the unusual Giant’s Stairs geological 
formation make the natural surroundings a likely setting for a sacred site. 
It also seems that the horse was important to the pre-Roman Celts of 
southern England as evidenced by its representation on the coinage of 
their tribal kings Verica and Caratacus. This probably reflects a 
continuation of its special position in traditional beliefs handed down 
from the Bronze Age. Today conservation of this scheduled Ancient 
Monument is organised by the National Trust which supervises the work 
of volunteers by overseeing the chalking and making sure the original 
shape of the horse is maintained.  

Peter Stone  
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Basingstoke YAC Update 
 
As I write, we are lucky enough to have maintained our membership to 20 
and now have 12 children on the waiting list. Paul Cater does an excellent 
job, as ever, of looking after the finances and we are so glad to have his 
help and assistance. 
    Our October Zoom meeting was a huge success with all the children 
successfully completing a medieval tile design that then went off to be 
fired, just before the second lockdown! All the children managed to access 
the session well and were able to produce some brilliant looking tiles. 

 
November saw us hand the reigns over to the YACsters for the theme of 
Egypt. The children were asked to put together a small, 5-minute power 
point presentation which they then delivered to the rest of the group on 
Zoom. The subjects were very varied, ranging from temples and pharaohs, 
to pyramids and warfare. All did extremely well with their knowledge and 
confidence in presenting to others.  
    The January meeting maintained an Egyptian theme, with Penny Martin 
presenting an engaging first half to the session about the relocation of the 
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temple at Abu Simbel. This ultimate in rescue archaeology, was shown to 
the YACsters in the form of an original UNESCO film from the 1970s. 
The children very much enjoyed seeing how the massive jigsaw of a 
temple was moved to save it from being lost during the building of the 
Aswan Dam. The second half of the session was very much hands on as 
Nikki explained about the discovery and importance of the Rosetta Stone 
and the children then went on to explore hieroglyphs, culminating in them 
making their own cartouches out of modelling icing. Luckily parents got to 
photograph them before they were eaten! The pictures will be uploaded to 
the YAC website page. 
    Moving forward – with caution and bated breath! – we hope to be 
covering monument and gravestone recording, using information from a 
University of Liverpool online YAC course that Nikki and Penny 
attended. Hopefully the YACsters will be able to go out, record and 
present back to us at the following YAC meeting. We also hope to be 
looking at the worst Tudor jobs in history, and would love to finally round 
off the year with our long-awaited trip to The Mary Rose, in June. 
    As ever – everything is at the mercy of the pandemic – plans remain 
flexible, and we remain grateful to the support of the members, their 
parents and our volunteers.  
 

Nikki Read 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 
 
November’s ‘Where in the 
World’ photo was taken at 
Las Doncellas Courtyard, 
Real Alcazar Palace, Seville, 
Spain.  
Congratulations to Julian 
Porter who sent us the first 
correct answer pulled out 
of the hat.  
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SOCIETY SNIPPETS 
   ‘What have you been up to lately?’ 

 
In this edition we take a look at: Annabel Stowe’s visit to St Nicholas’ 
Church, Freefolk; a Cartwheel penny, found near Basingstoke by Mick 
Tarrant; Kay Ainsworth’s photos from the Meonstoke shrine complex 
digs, and some impressive edible archaeology courtesy of Molly Curtis.  
 
(We would very much like to hear your news. Please send your 
contributions for Society Snippets to: newsletter@bahsoc.org.uk) 
 
 

A Visit to St Nicholas’ Church, Freefolk 
 

On a gloriously 
sunny, late summer 
day – a dipping-the-
toe-in-the-Test sort of 
day – I sought 
sanctuary, after a long 
hot walk up on the 
Harrow Way, in the 
cool green graveyard 
of the little Church of 
St Nicholas in 
Freefolk.  
    Nestling between 
Manor Farmhouse 

and the early eighteenth century Priesthouse, this little gem of a church, 
behind its thick yew hedge, feels lost in time, though within a stone’s 
throw of the B3400.   To the north flows the river; to the south, rising 
ground conceals tantalising traces of a possible medieval or later moated 
enclosure.  

This delightful late medieval single-cell structure was built around 
1268 by William of Chalgrave, lord of the manor.  He requested 
permission  to build  a church on his estates at Freefolk, to save him  from   
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struggling through winter floods to reach the nearest parish church. The 
whitewashed cob walls probably date from this time, though the building 
as a whole appears to be fifteenth century, restored in 1703, as the plaque 
above the door testifies, at the time the wooden bell-cote was added.  But 
was there an earlier Saxon building on the site?  

Frigefole is first recorded in the Domesday Book, meaning, not 
surprisingly, ‘The Free Folk’ or ‘Freeholders’ - a settlement outside the 
feudal system.  A more picturesque suggestion, however, is that the name 
may refer to ‘Frigg’s People’, worshippers of the Norse goddess of 
fertility, wife of Odin.  Could there have been an earlier pagan temple, or 
perhaps a sacred grove, nearby?  The visitor is free to choose and imagine.   

And what of the delights that lie within, where the medieval 
framework of walls, windows, roof and screen is still apparent? Fragments 
of wall painting decorate the north wall, including an early fifteenth 
century depiction of St Christopher, a Stuart Royal Arms, and an 
impressive seventeenth century wall painting monument to Sir Richard 
Powlett, son of the lord of the manor, whose recumbent figure (1624) 
sleeps for eternity behind austere iron railings. 

Don’t miss the fifteenth century rood screen, incorporated later into 
the squire’s family pew, above which is the belfry, containing a single bell.    

Outside in the little churchyard, perhaps just sit quietly for a few 
moments, enjoying the simple beauty of this tranquil corner, before 
heading back over the clear waters of the Test to re-enter, reluctantly, the 
twenty-first century. 
    Acknowledgements: 
 www.visitchurches.org.uk:The Church of St Nicholas, Freefolk, Hampshire, 
Christopher Dalton, The Churches Conservation Trust, HER Hampshire. 
    Directions: 
    Approached from Basingstoke along the B3400, the church is on the 
left, between Overton and Whitchurch.  There is no car park, but it should 
be possible to park across the road (i.e. turning right off the B3400), by the 
long terrace of thatched almshouses.  Please park sensitively. Cross the 
road with great care, and follow the sign to St Nicholas’ Church for a 
couple of hundred metres along a paved track. 

Annabel Stowe 

  

http://www.visitchurches.org.uk/
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Worth every penny 
 

There are two reasons why I like to have a hard copy of the Newsletter. 
Firstly, I like to sit down comfortably and read it at my leisure, and 
secondly, my friend and an occasional visitor to BAHS talks, Mick Tarrant 
also enjoys reading it. After reading the November 2020 Newsletter, Mick 
returned it to me with some interesting information.  The George III 
Cartwheel Penny article by Wendy Williams had brought back a memory 
from about 60 years ago.  He delved into a drawer and found what he was 
looking for – a blackened coin.  
     After some modern cleaning (which may possibly horrify Wendy 
Williams) it became obvious that Mick was the owner of a George III 
Cartwheel Penny.  Unfortunately, he cannot remember the actual 
circumstances of finding the coin; it was a long time ago, but it was 
definitely in the Basingstoke area. 
So, thank you to Wendy for the article, we were both fascinated by it and 

by the result it brought about.  
 

 

 

 
 

 

Mick Tarrant’s Cartwheel Penny 

 
 
 
 

Ann Broad 
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Meonstoke Hexagonal Temple/Shrine Complex 
 
In November’s newsletter Mary Oliver gave a brief resume of Prof Tony 
King’s excavations at Meonstoke, 2016-2020. Assisted by his students 
from Winchester, and volunteers from the Meon Valley Archaeology and 
Heritage Group, Tony’s discoveries included a Roman aisled building, a 
rare hexagonal shrine and an adjacent bathhouse. As a welcome follow up, 
Kay Ainsworth has sent along some photos of the dig. 

 

 
 

2019. Prof Tony King pointing to the features at the centre of the 
substantial hexagonal shrine which contained a burial of a mare and a 
newborn foal in the suckling position, found in an Iron Age ditch – an 
obvious link to the worship of Epona, the Celtic goddess of horses. 
Further finds of horse bones on the site give the clearest evidence in this 
country of her worship which clearly lasted a long time as the temple 
building is at least 250 years later than the horse burial. 
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2019: Apsidal ended rooms clearly defined in the adjacent building which 
proved to be a bathhouse with plunge room, changing room, and hot and 
cold rooms. Painted plaster fragments contained the figure of a possible 
goddess, and parts of the hypocaust survive but not the furnace, possibly 
lost to erosion by the nearby river. 
 

Kay Ainsworth  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

The Great Basingstoke Bake Off 
 
Well done to Molly Curtis of 
Basingstoke YAC who made this 
brilliant recreation of Sycamore Gap 
to celebrate her dad Darren’s fund-
raising end to end walk along 
Hadrian’s Wall.  
A great example of edible 
archaeology, which also featured in 
the pages of Current Archaeology! 
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Beating the Bounds 
 

Instalment Three of HAJ Lamb’s ‘Worting Scrapbook’ talk to the 
Worting Women’s Institute (WI), 1951, with some comments from 
Richenda Power, his great niece. 
 
On 30th June, 1951, the Girl Guides of Basingstoke and District again 
revived this ancient and rather strenuous custom, which is recorded as 
having taken place one thousand years ago in Basingstoke, when the town 
officials took a leading part. Incidentally, the last time the Bounds were 
Beaten in Basingstoke was in 1887. But it was treated rather boisterously 
and there was much practical joking. The Guides, however, treated the 
ceremony in the serious manner originally intended, and beat the ground 
in the traditional manner with hazel wands cut from the hedges. 
    At the Worting Crossways, a company of Guides took over the duties 
from a first group who had experienced considerable difficulty in 
negotiating the overgrown path at Kempshott Hall. As a derelict house 
stands near the Crossways, and by the big tree referred to [RP: see below], 
which is directly on the boundary line, the Guides entered it by scrambling 
through a broken window, having first failed to throw a rope over the 
roof. The Seal of Authority was then handed over to this second group 
who set off up the Roman Road, beating the roadside vigorously with 
their staves. 
    The ceremony at Worting attracted considerable interest, as the modern 
version of beating the bounds seems to have differed considerably from 
that of long ago when small boys were placed across the boundary stone, 
thrashed and given a shilling, so that they should not forget the event! One 
might think the thrashing would have been sufficient reminder, though 
perhaps it was not a very hard one. 
    Among some extracts taken from back issues of the “Hants and Berks 
Gazette” is a description of the ancient custom of Beating the Bounds in 
Worting: 
    ‘On 30th May 1889 Ascension Day, this old custom was revived in the 
Parish after a lapse of 60 years. The Rector and several of the parishioners, 
old and young, met near the railway arch under the great lime tree planted 
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by Lovelace Bigg-Wither in 1812, which was the boundary of the Manor 
and Parish of Worting. 
    The party proceeded north towards Rooksdown. That is to say the 
Roman Road. Later they turned west towards Wootton, “Where the 
Worting boundary passes through two sets of cottages, and an old woman 
pointed out to the beaters two iron cased posts belonging to Sir E. Bates, 
in the rust-eaten holes of which two tom tits had made their nest”. 
    The party then went along the west side of Wootton Road, or Hedges 
Coppice, as it used to be called, and came down to Battledown, where a 
Dr Andres, who had joined them, told of the battles between the Saxons 
and Danes in the 9th century. Battledown Farm, says that account, was 
known to be in Wootton parish, but some recently erected cottages about 
which there was doubt were found to be built in an old drove within the 
limits of the Parish of Worting. 
    “Near this point, north-west of Lonely Farm, the boundary hedge had 
been grubbed up more than fifty years ago, and there was nothing to mark 
it but the memory of a man between 70 and 80 years old.” 
    The boundary line then skirted an almost levelled “harrow” or burial 
place of ancient Danes, to Kempshott Beeches, where from this point the 
party could look north and see the whole length of the east boundary of 
the parish of Worting. 
      From there they returned by the “Waldo Charity” cottages, which 
formed, some years later, the starting point of a race course on 
Basingstoke Common. Eventually this nine-mile circuit was completed at 
the lime tree by the railway arch, but not before one of the party climbed a 
cottage by the tree which is on the boundary. They then all went to the 
“White Hart” for a substantial lunch. 
 
Comments from Richenda: 
 
 The boundary may be viewed on GB Historical GIS / University of 
Portsmouth, Worting CP/AP through time | Boundaries of Parish-level 
Unit, A Vision of Britain through Time. URL: 
 http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/unit/10095359/boundary 
 Date accessed: 22nd December 2020   

http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/unit/10095359/boundary
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 The ‘great lime tree’ by a 
‘derelict house’ may be seen 
in earlier times in a 1920s 
photograph reproduced in 
The Basingstoke Gazette series 
‘21st Century Villages’, Part 
13: Worting (25th June 2001, 
p. 4). 
     I took a photograph 
from a similar vantage point 
in December 2020 for 
comparison. Information 
about that tree is in dispute: 

HAJ Lamb stated it was planted in 1812; Arthur Attwood’s account (‘A 
village that was swamped by suburbs of growing town’, The Gazette, 14 
November 1986, p. 20) attributes the planting to the Rev Walter Bigg, 
Rector of Worting, in 1740.  
    (I wonder whether that Rev Bigg also planted the rows of limes that still 
form an old approach to ‘Hillside’ and ‘Hatchetts’ (formerly “The Limes”) 

from above the top of 
Glebe Lane across to the 
west. It is an exercise of 
the imagination to 
consider routes in and 
around Worting, including 
its Town End, down to 
Worting Bottom (now the 
Worting roundabout) 
before the railway was 
built. Perhaps people of 
ancient times thought like 
this about the area before 

and after the Romans came and made their mark upon it.) 
    According to The Oxford Companion to Local and Family History (2nd edn.) 
‘Until the Ordnance Survey published large-scale maps which marked the 
boundaries of parishes, it was a common practice at Rogationtide for 
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groups of parishioners to walk their boundaries and to mark stones and 
trees’ (part of the entry for ‘Perambulations’ (2009) eISBN: 
9780191735042. Perhaps this explains why both HAJ Lamb’s talk and his 
selection of newspaper extracts noted a dying custom. 
 
Editor’s note: 2nd Lieutenant HAJ Lamb served in the First World 
War in Egypt, Gallipoli, Mesopotamia and on the Western Front. 
His wartime diaries and photographic negatives are held at the 
Imperial War Museum. A resume of his service history can be found 
at: 
https://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/0302436c-2b52-
4d87-9445-cc1932ba1255 

 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
William Yeats Gibbs [1771-1848] of Basingstoke 

Stone mason and sculptor 
A life: from ‘Designed and Executed by’ to ‘distress of mind’ 

 
Colin Williams 

 
As will be seen below, William Gibbs describes himself as ‘of 
Basingstoke’; however, he actually came from Andover – born in 1771, 
baptised 25 September – to John and Ann. A directory of 1784 has John 
Gibbs, shopkeeper; also recorded is John Windover, stone mason. Is it not 
unreasonable to suppose that a young William was apprenticed to 
Windover? By 1801 William is in Basingstoke marrying Elizabeth 
Carpenter at St Michael’s on 4 November. The Carpenter family had a 
carpentry business in Lower Church Street. Meanwhile the 1784 
Basingstoke Directory’s stone mason, Robert Cooper, has in a later 
Directory been superseded by Gibbs, so the opportunity for Gibbs to 
forward himself seems likely to have arisen through the marriage 
connection.  
    My interest in Gibbs commenced during the first lockdown so I was 
limited to the internet; but the later easement allowed exploration of those 

https://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/0302436c-2b52-4d87-9445-cc1932ba1255
https://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/0302436c-2b52-4d87-9445-cc1932ba1255
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churches which were open subject to areas being roped off, and access to 
Hampshire Records Office, although with constraints. This was brought 
to an end by second lockdown.  
   Gibbs’ success as a mason and sculptor is found to be counterpointed 
by his financial woes; what follows, therefore, is, rather than a 
conventional narrative, a time-line demonstrating these parallel aspects of 
his life. Spelling of ‘Yeats’ varies so for simplification the version taken    
from his will is used; also, sometimes he is ‘of Andover’. 
   Gibbs’ works have been identified from The Buildings of England 
Hampshire: Winchester and the North’ aka Pevsner [original editor] and from A 
Biographical Dictionary of Sculptors in Britain 1660-1851 aka Gunnis [original 
editor]. Do you, reader, know of others?  
1803   Worting St Thomas, Monument [Gunnis]: Peter Waldo of Mitcham 
d. 1803, see photo below. The Waldo family estate was in Mitcham, Surrey 
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but they lived at ‘Hatchetts’ in Church Lane, Worting; the reason for their 
move remains unknown. [Note. Hatchetts is a private residence.] Peter’s 
widow, Hannah, established the Waldo Charity. Monument is signed 
‘Gibbs’. 
1806 Ashe, Holy Trinity and St Andrew, Monument [Pevsner]: Rev Isaac 
P G Lefroy d. 1806. Rev Lefroy and his wife Anne were uncle and aunt to 
Tom Lefroy with whom Jane Austen had a dalliance over Christmas and 
New Year 1795/6. The family is much discussed in Jane’s letters. 
Monument is signed ‘Gibbs, Basingstoke’. 
1806 A son, George, is born. He will become Mayor of Basingstoke. 
1808 Winchester Lent Assizes. Listed are William Gibbs and two others 
charged with the theft of 116 lbs of pitch from Naval Stores, at Portsea, 
the property of His Majesty [the RN Dockyard, presumably]. Gibbs’ 
occupation and address are not stated but his age is given as 37 years old 
so . . . All were acquitted. 
1809 [and 1814] Upton Grey, St Mary, Monument [Gunnis]: Thomas 
Limbrey Sclater Mathew d. 1809. His extensive estates included the Manor 
of Hoddington although he lived at Tangier Park. Also, his sister, 
Elizabeth, d. 1814. Monument is signed ‘W Gibbs’. 
1810 Lease of land from Dowager Lady Bolton: £45. [Hants Records 
Office] . 
1811-17 Herriard Estate. Various works included new cottages in Bagmore 
Lane. [HRO]. 
1823 [and 1834] Hurstbourne Tarrant. Monument [Pevsner]: Sarah 
Debary d.1823. Also, Anne her sister, d. 1834, daughters of the Rev Peter 
and Ann Debary. The deaths of sisters Susannah [1852] and Mary [1854] 
have been added but after Gibbs’ death. The family is mentioned in Jane 
Austen’s letters. [Comment: In describing the monument as ‘unhackneyed’ 
Pevsner is expressing relative approval.]     Monument is signed ‘W Gibbs 
of Basingstoke’. 
1824 Everleigh, Wilts. St Peter. Monument [Gunnis]: Lady [Sarah] Astley 
d. 1824. Wife of Sir John Dugdale Astley, 1st baronet Astley. ‘A most 
benevolent disposition and the poor of the neighbourhood will long 
mourn her’. Not accessed. 
1825 Hannington, All Saints. Monument [Pevsner]: Mary Webb d. 1825. 
Wife of Richard. She was a member of the Digweed family of Steventon 
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who are much mentioned in Jane Austen’s letters. The monument is 
signed ‘Gibbs B-stoke’.   
1825-6 Andover Guildhall [Pevsner] The cost of c. £7,000 included the 
stonework by Gibbs at £1,600. 
1827 Assigned estate for benefit of creditors. The sale of his house – 
centre of London Street – and all he owned [Sale Poster courtesy of Hants 
Records Office]. The sale realised £249 1s 8d. A newspaper report names 
him as ‘William Yeates [sic] Gibbs’. [Was the Andover Guildhall contract 
the cause of this financial disaster?] 
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1828 First dividend of 10s paid to creditors. 
1828 & 1831/2 Pigot’s Directories list Gibbs as ‘Statuary and mason’. 
1829 Selling Gypsum [fertiliser] from a store room at the Feathers Inn. 
1832 In Debtors Prison and asking for relief - successfully. 
1833 Advertises inviting enquiries for the lease or disposal of the premises 
in Lower Church Street, the property of John Carpenter d.23 February. 
[Gibbs’ wife was a Carpenter]. Comment: unexpected in view of Gibbs 
apparently still being bankrupt. 
1835/6 Lesser Market Basingstoke [Pevsner]. Improvements to the Lesser 
Market; supply of materials included 32 tons of ‘New Frimley stone’. 
HRO. 
1838 Andover, St Mary [Pevsner]. Monument: Richard Pollen d. 1844. He 
was the 2nd son of Sir John Pollen. As the present church was not 
completed until 1844, the monument was presumably therefore originally 
in the earlier church. Many Pollen monuments. Monument is signed 
‘Gibbs’. 
1841 Hurstbourne Tarrant, St Peter [Pevsner]. Monument: Rev Peter 
Debary of Weston Hall, Warks., d. 1841 Only son of Rev Peter and Ann 
Debary [see 1823 etc for sisters]. Also, in the churchyard is a ‘Neo-classical 
cylindrical with an urn, perhaps by Gibbs. Monument is signed ‘Designed 
and Executed by W Gibbs’. 
1841 Kings Somborne, St Peter and St Paul [Gunnis]. Monument: James 
Edwards d.1841 and wife Catherine d.1835. They held extensive estates 
including Compton Manor. They had no children, and Catherine provided 
for the education of 20 poor children; her charity continues as the 
Catherine Edwards Foundation Trust. Church not accessed. 
1841 Census has William and Elizabeth in Oat Street. No other family is 
recorded.   
1842 Weyhill, St Michael and All Angels [Gunnis]. Monument: John 
Bellenden Ker d.1842. He was born John Gawler but changed his surname 
to advance his claim, unsuccessfully, to the Dukedom of Roxburghe, 
family name ‘Ker’. He was a botanist and author of substantial botanical 
studies and also books of Nursery Rhymes.  
1844 Pigot’s has ‘Stone and marble mason’ in the Market Place. 
1845 Court of Bankruptcy, London. Gibbs arrived late; there was much 
comment by the Court. Under examination he said that over the previous 
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five years he had had earnings of about £400 a year but had kept no books 
‘from distress of mind’. He was not discharged and the case was 
adjourned.  
1846 Insolvency hearing to consider dividend. 
1848 16 April, William died of a ‘heart afflication’. He was a resident of 
Oat street but died in Hackwood Lane [part of Hackwood Road]. ‘An old 
and much respected inhabitant’. He was 76 years old. 
1848 30 June. His wife Elizabeth died of ‘dropsy’ aged 78. 
Today no monument is to be found for William and Elizabeth as they lie 
in South View cemetery; the stone work is long gone and even the site of 
their grave is not identifiable with certainty. 
Sources include: HRO; BDC; Church Monument Society; Kempshott 
History Group; Records of the family Sclater; Churches Conservation 
Trust; ‘Andover Past’ by A C Raper; ‘Celebrating Somborne’; newspapers 
including the Hampshire Chronicle/County/Advertiser, and the Reading 
Mercury/Independent. Thanks are due to the churches at Herriard, Upton 
Grey and Weyhill. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

The Oakridge Cranium 
Highlighting the treatment of women through the ages 

 

Mary Oliver  
 

The revelations about the treatment of the girl whose cranium was found 
during the building works at Oakridge, brought to light by Garrard Cole’s 
research and various scientific tests, continue to stimulate discussion. One 
issue which has become quite an important one in archaeological and 
museum circles is the curation of human skeletal material, and whether 
this is disrespectful to fellow human beings. It is now accepted that human 
burials of whatever period now found in excavations should be re-buried 
except in exceptional circumstances. However, in the case of the Oakridge 
girl, I feel that conserving her cranium was the correct thing to do, and has 
allowed her story to be discovered through the analyses and tests available 
now which were not in the 1960s – radiocarbon dating, giving her the 9th 
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century date; strontium analysis confirming her non-local origin, and 
aDNA identifying her sex. She has received attention and respect and 
achieved a kind of immortality through publication which would otherwise 
not have been possible. 
    The story caught the attention of a French researcher, Pierre Vesperini, 
through the CNN report and led to him writing an article for a 
philosophical magazine using the story as an example of the treatment of 
women through the ages. I was put in touch with him and he kindly 
forwarded his article (and approved my current reference to it). He traced 
the origin of this form of punishment – the facial disfiguration of women 
guilty of adultery – to the Bible, which came as a shock to me. Even 
though the reference (Ezekiel 23 v 22 onwards) is an allegorical one 
referring to ‘faithless Jerusalem’ it was used by the early church lawmakers 
as a precedent. 
    It can be traced in the law codes of 8th century Byzantine emperors and 
other continental medieval law codes. It is clearly included in Canute’s law 
code – article 53, following the influence of the Archbishop of York, 
Wulfstan, a very learned man, who also advised Canute’s predecessor 
Aethelred.  Although this law code post-dates our Oakridge girl, there may 
have been earlier ones which do not survive and there is no doubt that the 
treatment and the banishment of her head to the outskirts of the 
settlement, follows this practice. Even in post medieval times, it was 
referred to as the whore’s mask. One of the things that has given me pause 
for thought is that the early Christian law makers should have taken the 
Old Testament precedents rather than the more charitable teachings of the 
New as their basis for making law, and for the treatment of women 
generally which still resonates today.   
 

 

BAHS Online 
 
Why not check out the BAHS YouTube channel which features Bob 
Clarke introducing his Basingstoke Volunteer Fire Brigade book. There are 
also video recordings of most of this season’s Zoom lectures. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG1s6z3dZQoUMHEMhMl6MkQ 

https://youtu.be/YdVX8Y2e93g  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG1s6z3dZQoUMHEMhMl6MkQ
https://youtu.be/YdVX8Y2e93g
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The early years of the Worsam  
Memorial Reading Room and Club, 1908-10 

 
Roger Ottewill 

 
In her article on Education in Worting, published in the last edition of the 
Newsletter, Richenda Power made a brief reference to the Worsam 
Reading Room. This was a valuable community resource and its origins 
and early years are explored in more detail in the following account. 
    In his definitive work on the village reading rooms of Wiltshire, Ivor 
Slocombe, quotes from The Times of 1855 which described their purpose 
as ‘facilitating rational recreation and self-culture among the humbler 
classes in the rural districts of the country.’1 Just over 50 years later, the 
village of Worting acquired its own reading room courtesy of Louisa 
Alexandra Worsam, the unmarried daughter of baker, Henry Worsam. 
Louisa died on 22 July 1907, aged 44, and in her will dated 10 May 1905 
she left a ‘generous bequest’ of £250 plus two cottages and land at the rear 
“to provide and equip a reading room and club for the benefit of 
inhabitants of Worting and Worting Town End.” However, in keeping 
with both her personal views and various norms prevailing at that time, 
she stipulated a number of conditions. These were, ‘First, the orderly use 
and occupation of the room; second, the admission of members of all 
religious denominations; third, the total exclusion of intoxicating liquors.’ 
Louisa had been a member of Worting Congregational Chapel and had 
played a key role in establishing and running the Sunday school and her 
religious background certainly played a part in her stipulations for the 
reading room and club.2 
    Something of Louisa motivation in making her bequest can be gained 
from comments made by Mrs Hobbs of Crossways Farm who, in the 

 
1 The Times, 26 November 1855, quoted in Ivor Slocombe, Wiltshire Village 

Reading Rooms (Salisbury: Hobnob Press, 2012), 9. See also, Carole King, 

‘The Rise and Decline of Village Reading Rooms’, Rural History, 20, 2 

(2009), 163-86. 
2 See, for example, Hants and Berks Gazette, 7 November 1885 and 5 

December 1885. Louisa and Miss Wilkes were praised for their ‘earnest and 

self-denying effort’ with respect to the Sunday school. 
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‘unavoidable absence’ of Sir William Portal, was asked to open the room 
on Friday 20 November 1908. Described as ‘a close and intimate friend’ of 
Louisa’s, Mrs Hobbs explained that: 

… it was [her] cherished desire that by her will the young people 
especially should have some place where they might spend their evenings 
without being obliged to stand or wander about the streets. She desired 
that these rooms would furnish them with proper means for healthy 
recreation and at the same time supply them with that class of literature 
which is calculated to instruct and improve their minds. 

    With respect to the running of the facility, Louisa ‘directed that the 
management and control should be vested in a managing body’ of five 
members, comprising the vicar of Worting; the minister of London Street 
Congregational Church, which had oversight of Worting Congregational 
Chapel;3 two other members selected by the vicar and minister 
respectively; and one more that they jointly chose.   
   The building for which the managing body had responsibility was 
designed by architects Messrs Wallis and Smith and ‘erected by Messrs 
Goodall and Sons’. Something of its character can be gained from this 
description which was included in the report of the opening ceremony: 
    “The exterior walls are covered with rough cast and the roof is tiled. 
The interior accommodation consists of two rooms divided by a wooden 
partition which may be … withdrawn when occasion demands. One of 
these rooms is 24ft. by 18ft.; the other is 29ft. by 16ft. 6in. The walls have 
a dado of match boarding above which they are plastered and coloured. 
There is a row of cupboards at the eastern end. The building is warmed by 
a hot water apparatus, artificially lighted by two hanging lamps, and is 
furnished with forms and chairs … At the back there is a coal store and 
other conveniences.4 
    Thus, although very basic by today’s standards, the reading room was 
undoubtedly a valuable addition to community facilities at Worting Town 
End (see Figure 1).  

 
3 Roger Ottewill, ‘Congregationalism in Worting c.1840 to 1965: A Brief 

History’, Basingstoke Archaeological and Historical Society Newsletter, No. 

232, 13. 
4 Hants and Berks Gazette, 28 November 1908. 
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Figure 1: 

Worsam Memorial 

Reading Room and 

Club in later years 

(courtesy of Alastair 

Blair) 

 
 
 
 

Fittingly, it was named in Louisa’s honour. The reading room was 
conveniently situated on the south side of Worting Road, nearly opposite 
the Congregational Chapel and the Royal Oak public house (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Map showing location of the Reading Room and Congregational Chapel 

(courtesy of Alastair Blair) 

 

Initially, the managing body stipulated that the club premises should be 
open from 6.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m. on weekdays from October 1st to April 
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1st; on Sundays, ‘if desired’; and on Bank Holidays from 10.00 a.m. to 
10.00 p.m. ‘The reading room only might be open from 2.00 to 5.00 p.m. 
and from 7.30 to 9.30 p.m.’ On the question of the availability of non-
intoxicating drinks, the managing body was prepared to consider making 
ginger beer and lemonade available, if requested.5 Members elected 
officers and a committee ‘to supervise and arrange for the working of the 
club.’6 
    A report of the club’s first AGM in September 1909 indicated that ‘the 
large attendance of members present, and the enthusiasm which prevailed 
augur[ed] well for another successful season.’7 This continued to be the 
case in the following year when it was agreed that, subject to the managing 
body’s approval, the minimum age for membership should be lowered 
from 16 to 14.8  
    By way of conclusion, the undoubted need for such provision was 
clearly articulated in a letter from ‘Village Lad’ which was published in the 
Hants and Berks Gazette in November 1910. In a paean of praise for village 
clubs he argued that they should provide as wide a range as possible of 
recreational, educational, cultural and musical events and activities, from 
penny-readings to concerts; from ‘debates on current topics of general or 
national interest’ to lantern entertainments; and from games to lectures. 
He ended with a plea for ‘musical talents … [to] be encouraged, readings 
and recitations and the art of public speaking … [to] be stimulated, 
temperance principles … [to] be inculcated and [for] fraternal 
brotherhood to be the moving spirit.’9 These were principles to which 
Louisa Worsam would have undoubtedly subscribed without hesitation. 
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5 Hants and Berks Gazette, 28 November 1908. 
6 Hants and Berks Gazette, 28 November 1908. 
7 Hants and Berks Gazette, 11 September 1909. 
8 Hants and Berks Gazette, 10 September 1910. 
9 Hants and Berks Gazette, 19 November 1910. 
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Casting out the devil from a Basingstoke maid 
 

Bob Clarke  
 

Joseph Blagrave of Reading (1610-1682) was an astrologer and physician. 
In his book, Blagrave’s Astrological Practice of Physick, published in 1671, he 

demonstrated the effectiveness of 
his methods by providing examples 
of some of the patients he claimed 
to have cured. 
     One such person was a 
Basingstoke maiden whom he said 
was possessed by the Devil. 
Blagrave tells us that “one 
Goodman Alexander, a Turner by 
Trade, living at Basing-stoke in the 
County of Southampton” had a 
daughter who was “perplexed with 
very strong Fits”.10  
     Her fits usually began at about 
nine o’clock at night and lasted 
about twelve hours, “during which 
time with many shrieks and cries, 
and through extreme Torment she 
was brought so low, both in Body 
and Spirit, that she could not move 

or wag any part of her Body or Limbs from the middle downward … she 
was most sadly afflicted, making many kinds of noises, as sometimes 
crying, scratching, howling, also sometimes using strange actions and 
gestures of her body, as twisting, and twining herself about, sometimes 
crawling about the room”. 
     From the time the fits had left her in the morning until noon she was 
possessed with a strange supernatural power that enabled her to give the 

 
10 Goodman was a title equivalent to Mr, applied to a man ranking below a 

gentleman. 
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correct answer to questions about people who were complete strangers, 
stating the names of people’s grandparents, of what disease they died and 
where they were buried.  In one case a man had a sack of corn stolen from 
the market. She was able to name the person who stole it and that he had 
hidden it under his stairs. The man went to the person’s house and found 
the corn exactly where she said it was.  
    By the time Blagrave came on the scene the girl had been suffering 
from fits for about twelve months. Her father had spent loads of money 
on several doctors, none of whom could cure her. He had even asked “the 
Minister of the Parish, whose name was Mr Webb, one reputed to be a very 

honest, godly and learned 
Man” for help.11 Mr Webb 
visited her twice trying to 
cure her by prayer and 
devotion, each visit lasting 
about three hours, but 
without success.  
    Finally her father, having 
heard “what great Cures I 
had done”, asked Blagrave 
to see if he could cure her. 
Based on the timing of her 
fits, Blagrave created an 
astrological chart that told 
him that she was either 
bewitched or possessed. 
    As she was unable to say 
“God” or “Jesus Christ” or 
“Deliver us from evil” in 
answer to his questions, but 
instead “would be 
tormented, falling into 
strange fits”, he knew that 

she was possessed by the Devil.  Blagrave made a perfume of 

 
11 This was either Ambrose Webb, vicar of Basingstoke to 1648, or, more 

likely, Stephen Webb, alias Evered, who was vicar from 1648 to 1660. 
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frankincense, myrrh and rosemary for her room and made her drink the 
distilled waters of marigolds, rosemary and angelica, “being all three under 
the dominion of the Sun, and gathered at the right planetary hours”.  
    Blagrave had to get the girl’s father to help him to hold her down, as 
she, with the Devil inside her, “being marvellous strong”, struggled to get 
away from him while he prayed over her, repeating the words, “By this 
High and Mighty Power and Name Tetragrammaton12, and in the Name of the 
blessed Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Ghost, I charge, and command the Devil and 
unclean Spirit to come forth of this Maid, and to depart from her in Peace, and not to 
molest or trouble her any more”.  
    Blagrave made several attempts to cast out the Devil by praying and 
repeating the above words until, “at length the Devil came forth, but 
invisible, with a great cry and hideous noise, raising a sudden gust of 
Wind, and so vanished”. Immediately after the Devil left her, the girl 
began to speak. She never had another fit and after a few weeks with “Diet 
drinks, Bathes and Ointments” she regained the use of her legs and made 
a complete recovery. 
     A shortened version of Blagrave’s account was published in 1691 as a 
cheap pamphlet, The Evil Spirit Cast-out, in 1691, probably for sale by 
travelling packmen at fairs. Goodman Alexander was probably Richard 
Alexander who is recorded as having two hearths in the 1665 Hearth Tax 
assessment for Basingstoke. 
    Unfortunately the baptismal records for Basingstoke did not start until 
1638 so we can’t be sure that the maiden possessed by the Devil was his 
daughter. 
 A possible candidate for the possessed maiden was a Mary Alexander 
who married a shepherd called William Snuges in Basingstoke in 
November 1656.  
    Their marriage did not last long, and nor did she. On 21 September 
1657 “the wife of William Snuges” was buried in Basingstoke. William 
Snuges seems to have made a habit of burying his wives. On 9 February 
1654 an earlier wife of William Snuges was also buried. 

 
12 The ancient Hebrew name of God.  
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FEBRUARY – MAY 2021 DIARY DATES   (Lectures via Zoom) 

 
 

11th February SETTLEMENT AND AGRICULTURE AT 
MILTON HEIGHTS, OXFORDSHIRE 

 Susan Porter, MOLA  
  

11th March  TRADITIONAL HOUSES OF THE WORTHY 
VILLAGES 
Bill Fergie, The Hampshire Buildings Preservation 
Trust 
 

8th April  BUILDING WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL’S 
‘KINGS AND SCRIBES’ EXHIBITION – 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES 
Dr John Crook, archaeological consultant and 
buildings historian. 

 

13th May  A ROYAL PRECURSOR TO WINDSOR CASTLE? 
EXCAVATIONS AT OLD WINDSOR IN THE 
1950s. THE EXCAVATOR, THE ARCHIVE AND 
THE FUTURE. 
Roland Smith, Surrey County Council 
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